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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
 
 

Public Service Company of New Mexico ) Docket No. ER11-___-000 
 
 

PREPARED INITIAL TESTIMONY 
OF 

EARL M. ROBINSON 
ON BEHALF OF 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW MEXICO 
 

I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS 1 

Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS.   2 

A. My name is Earl M. Robinson.  My office is located at 792 Old Highway 66, Suite 200, 3 

Tijeras, New Mexico 87059. 4 

Q. BY WHOM ARE YOU EMPLOYED AND IN WHAT POSITION? 5 

A. I am a Principal & Director of AUS Consultants.  AUS Consultants is a consulting firm 6 

specializing in preparing various financial studies including depreciation, valuation, 7 

revenue requirements, cost of service, rate of return, and other analysis and studies for the 8 

utility industry and numerous other entities.  AUS Consultants provides a wide spectrum 9 

of consulting services through its practices that include Depreciation & Valuation, 10 

Intellectual Property Management, Knowledge Management, Rate of Return, Revenue 11 

Requirements & Cost of Service, and Education & Publications.  My experience and 12 

qualifications are further set forth in Exhibit No. PNM-36. 13 

Q. ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU SUBMITTING THIS TESTIMONY? 14 

A. I am submitting this testimony on behalf of Public Service Company of New Mexico 15 

(“PNM” or the “Company”). 16 
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Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 1 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to set depreciation rates that are appropriate for the 2 

development of the revenue requirement to be recovered through PNM’s transmission 3 

rates. My recommendation was developed in accordance with the standards applied by 4 

the depreciation analysis profession and is predicated upon the results of my review and 5 

analysis of the plant-in-service of PNM which is the combined historical service area 6 

(“PNM-North”) and the former Texas-New Mexico Power Company (“TNMP”) service 7 

area (“PNM-South”).  The analysis was conducted in the process of preparing a 8 

depreciation study of PNM’s generation, transmission, distribution, and general plant 9 

assets as of December 31, 2009, that is being submitted as Exhibit No. PNM-37 (the 10 

“Study”).  My testimony and Study also identify the impact on current aggregate 11 

depreciation for PNM as well as individually for PNM-North and PNM-South plant-in-12 

service as provided by the Company as of December 31, 2009.  Exhibit No. PNM-37, the 13 

completed Study, and this testimony provide information about and an explanation of the 14 

process used to develop the applicable 2009 and projected calendar year 2011 15 

depreciation rates. 16 

Q.  WHAT TASKS WERE INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDY? 17 

A. In completing the Study, my tasks included an investigation and analysis of PNM’s 18 

historical plant data, together with an interpretation of PNM’s past experience and future 19 

expectations, to determine the remaining lives of PNM’s property.  The Study utilized the 20 

resulting remaining lives, the results of our salvage analysis, PNM’s vintaged plant-in-21 

service investment and depreciation reserve to develop recommended average remaining 22 

life depreciation rates related to PNM’s plant-in-service, for the calendar year ending 23 

December 31, 2011.  In the course of undertaking these tasks I conducted interviews of 24 
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PNM personnel, personally visited sites, and consulted PNM records, including other 1 

depreciation studies, of a kind and character relied upon by depreciation professionals. 2 

II. SUMMARY OF DEPRECIATION STUDY RESULTS 3 

Q. HOW WERE THE 2011 PLANT-IN-SERVICE AND DEPRECIATION 4 

RESERVES DETERMINED?  5 

A. The development of the 2011 forecasted property, which is inclusive of both the 6 

Company’s PNM-North property together with PNM-South property (the former TNMP 7 

facilities), starts with PNM’s 2009 book level plant-in-service and depreciation reserve 8 

and updates the amounts on an account level basis through the end of 2011.  Added to 9 

December 2009 actual plant-in-service balances is the forecasted activity anticipated to 10 

occur during the 24-month period between December 31, 2009 and December 31, 2011.  11 

The forecast additions were developed and provided by PNM personnel.  Projected 12 

activity included pro forma retirements that were based upon the relationship of the 13 

occurrence of prior retirements as a percent of gross additions during the most recent five 14 

year period.  Similarly, with regard to the projected 2011 depreciation reserve activity, 15 

future net salvage accruals and anticipated charges for net salvage were based upon 16 

historic percentages of the Company’ most recent five-year period.  More discussion of 17 

the specific schedules and calculations are provided later in my testimony. 18 

Q. WHAT IS THE NET CHANGE IN ANNUAL DEPRECIATION PERCENTAGE 19 

UNDER THE PERIOD II RATES AS OPPOSED TO PRESENT DEPRECIATION 20 

RATES? 21 

A. The proposed change in the annual composite depreciation rates resulting from applying 22 

individual account level depreciation rates to PNM’s Period II plant-in-service (see 23 

Exhibit No. PNM-37, Table 1, Section 2, pages 2-1 to 2-6), for both PNM-North and 24 
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PNM-South, produced a proposed composite depreciation rate of 2.83 percent, as 1 

compared to the present composite depreciation rate of 2.35 percent when applying the 2 

current account level depreciation rates.  Applying the proposed account level 3 

depreciation to forecasted 2011 depreciable plant-in-service produces an annualized 4 

depreciation expense increase of $18.7 million as compared to the expense that would be 5 

recorded with the Company’s existing depreciation rates.   6 

Q. WHAT IS THE GOAL IN PREPARING THE ESTIMATE OF FORECASTED 7 

2011 PLANT-IN-SERVICE AND DEPRECIATION RESERVE? 8 

A. The goal in preparing the forecasted amount is to define the level of plant-in-service, 9 

book depreciation reserve, and corresponding annual depreciation rates that will exist per 10 

the Company’s books and records at the conclusion of 2011.  Hence, estimates are 11 

performed to identify the level of actual activity and resulting balances that are 12 

anticipated to occur throughout the 24 months between December 31, 2009 and the end 13 

of calendar year 2011.  14 

Q. ARE THERE VARIOUS DEPRECIATION RELATED TERMS AND CONCEPTS 15 

THAT ARE REFERENCED THROUGHOUT YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 16 

A. Yes, while additional discussion and explanations of such items are contained later in my 17 

testimony, a preliminary glossary of key terms may be useful.  Some key terms that I will 18 

use in my overview and elsewhere in my testimony are the following. 19 

 ASL refers to Average Service Life.  The average service life is the average period of 20 

years from original installation date in which property group investments (related to 21 

property in service) continues to provide service until the property is retired from 22 

service. 23 
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 ARL refers to Average Remaining Life.  The average remaining life of the property 1 

group is equal to the average period of years from the age of the property group at the 2 

depreciation study date until the maximum life of the property group investment.  3 

Said another way, it is the average period of years that current surviving investments 4 

in the property group will continue to provide service to the Company’s customers. 5 

 Iowa Curves refers to a family of statistical curves (developed during the mid-1930s) 6 

that have been used extensively to represent the survival characteristics of utility 7 

property.  The Iowa family of curves is fitted to raw survivor curves generated from 8 

the Company’s data being studied to both smooth and extrapolate the Company data 9 

to zero percent surviving as well as to identify historical life indications. 10 

 Interim Retirement Curve refers to an Iowa Curve that is being used to depict the 11 

survival characteristic of interim retirements from a location type property group.  12 

Interim retirements are those components of location properties (e.g., generation 13 

facilities) such as boiler walls, heating, ventilating, roof coverings, etc. that will not 14 

live the full period of time from original installation until the retirement or major 15 

rehabilitation of the facility. 16 

 Life Indication is an indication of average service life that is developed from a study 17 

of historical retirements from a property group being studied. 18 

 Gross Salvage refers to gross receipts for the disposal of property retired from 19 

service.  In some instances the accounting entry from return of assets to stores, or the 20 

receipt of insurance reimbursements for damage of the Company’s property. 21 

 Cost of Removal is the cost expended by the Company to remove or retire property 22 

from service.  The Company may either physically removal property from its in-23 

service locations or retire/abandon the property in place.  In the case of abandonment, 24 
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costs are routinely incurred to disconnect the property from the Company’s operating 1 

system. 2 

 Net Salvage is equal to Gross Salvage less Cost of Removal/Retirement.  Positive Net 3 

Salvage occurs if Gross Salvage exceeds Cost of Removal/Retirement.  Conversely, 4 

Negative Net Salvage occurs if Cost of Removal/Retirement exceeds Gross Salvage.  5 

Generally, Negative Net Salvage is far more prevalent in the retirement of utility 6 

property because property retirements occur at end of life when little residual value 7 

exists in the property being retired. 8 

 Database (Service Life and Salvage) refers to a data file containing the Company’s 9 

historical accounting activity related to the surviving investments as well as additions, 10 

retirements, transfers and adjustments that have been recorded on the Company’s 11 

books and records in prior years.  Similar information has also occurred relative to 12 

accounting entries within the Company book depreciation reserve.  The databases are 13 

used together with standard depreciation study methods and procedures, as well as 14 

other current and anticipated items, to develop estimates of average service lives and 15 

net salvage factors.  The depreciation databases are also used to calculate average 16 

remaining lives of the Company’s current surviving investments.   17 

Q.  WHAT ARE THE MOST NOTABLE CHANGES IN ANNUAL DEPRECIATION 18 

RATES BETWEEN 2009 AND 2011 AS SET FORTH IN SECTION 2 OF THE 19 

DEPRECIATION STUDY? 20 

A. With regard to PNM’s plant-in-service, several of the proposed rates reflect marked 21 

changes (as outlined in Section 4 of the Study) from existing depreciation rates.  The 22 

accounts for which the most notable depreciation expense changes occurred in 23 

comparison to the current depreciation rates include: (i) Account 311-Structures & 24 
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Improvements, (ii) Account 312-Boiler Plant Equipment, (iii) Account 314-1 

Turbogenerator Units, (iv) Account 321-Structures & Improvements, (v) Account 322-2 

Reactor Plant Equipment, (vi) Account 353-Station Equipment, (vii) Account 355-Poles 3 

and Fixtures, (viii) Account 356-Overhead Conductors and Devices, (ix) Account 367-4 

Underground Conductors & Devices, (x) Account 369-Services, (xi) Account 391.30-5 

Computer Hardware, and (xii) Account 397.00-Communications Equipment.  6 

Table 1 below provides a comparison of the accounts with the most notable 7 

depreciation rate/expense changes, which summarizes the depreciation parameters 8 

underlying the existing depreciation rates and proposed depreciation rates:  9 

Table 1:  Summary of Present and Proposed Depreciation Parameters 

    Present Depr Parameters    Proposed Depr Parameters 

       A.S.L./                 A.S.L./     

Acct    Net  Survivor    ARL  Depr    Net    Survivor  ARL  Depr 

No.   Description    Salv %    Curve     (Yrs)  Rate    Salv %      Curve    (Yrs)  Rate 

                         

311.00  Struct and Improv  0.3%  75‐R2  (1)  39.1  1.06%    15.9%  (1)  50‐R1.5  25.2  2.20% 

312.00  Boiler Plant Equip.  31.0%  75‐R2  (1)  38.2  1.84%    20.8%  (1)  45‐L1  25.4  3.04% 

314.00  Turbogenerator Units  28.4%  75‐R2  (1)  35.2  1.74%    18.6%  (1)  40‐L1.5  22.1  3.34% 

321.00  Struct and Improv  0.0%  75‐R2  (1)  25.0  1.81%    ‐9.6%  (1)  50‐R2  29.9  2.90% 

322.00  Reactor Plant Equip  0.0%  75‐R2  (1)  25.0  2.20%    20.4%  (1)  40‐R1.5  27.9  3.45% 

353.00  Station Equipment  5%  42‐R3    28.3  1.95%    ‐15%    55‐R2  41.9  1.88% 

355.00  Poles & Fixtures  ‐14%  47‐R4    27.3  1.91%    ‐50%    50‐R3  33.2  3.11% 

356.00  OH Cond & Dev.  ‐15%  50‐R4    26.6  1.75%    ‐50%    50‐R3  29.6  3.16% 

367.00  UG Cond & Dev.  10%  38‐R2    27.9  1.72%    0%    42‐R3  28.3  2.19% 

369.00  Services  ‐10%  25‐R4    15.0  3.99%    ‐35%    45‐R2.5  33.6  2.41% 

391.30  Comp. Hardware  0%  5‐R4    3.5  5.82%    0%    10‐S6  5.3  13.64% 

397.00  Comm Equip.  0%  15‐    15.0  6.67%    0%    18‐L3  9.5  4.13% 

  (1) Life Span Method Utilized.  Interim Retirement Curve.  Vintage Level Service Lives Vary.   

     

 The more notable depreciation rate/expense changes related to the Company’s 10 

investments in Transmission, Distribution, and General Plants accounts are for the most 11 

part the product of a general lengthening of the average service lives, for various property 12 

groups, underlying current depreciation rates.  The current estimates of somewhat longer 13 

average service lives for selected property groups is the product of some moderation of 14 

the occurrence for property change outs of selected Transmission and Distribution 15 
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(“T&D”) property in more recent years.  The level of such change-outs can be anticipated 1 

to reverse course in years further into the future as increasing replacements are required.  2 

Counter to the somewhat longer average service lives for the selected property groups, 3 

the Company has continually experienced ever increasing levels of cost of removal 4 

associated with the property retirements that have occurred.  Contributing to the higher 5 

levels of estimated negative net salvage is the recognition that such costs have 6 

historically occurred and will continue into the future, notwithstanding the far lower 7 

estimates for negative net salvage in prior years. 8 

Also contributing to the increase in the proposed depreciation rate for Account 9 

391.30-Computer Hardware is the fact that the current level of book depreciation reserve 10 

is somewhat below the level that should have been accrued given the estimated average 11 

service life and the current average age of the property group investment.  The lower 12 

level of book depreciation reserve of this property group drives up the future depreciation 13 

rate to correct for past under recovery. 14 

Q. WHAT IS YOUR PROFESSIONAL OPINION WITH REGARD TO THE 15 

RESULTS OF THE DEPRECIATION STUDY THAT YOU PERFORMED? 16 

A. In my opinion, the proposed depreciation rates contained in the Study, Exhibit No. PNM-17 

37, are the result of a complete, comprehensive depreciation study, are reasonable and 18 

appropriate given that they incorporate the service life and net salvage parameters 19 

currently anticipated for each of PNM’s property group investments over their average 20 

remaining lives, and should be used to set PNM’s forecasted 2011 depreciation rates. 21 
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III. DEPRECIATION STUDY 1 

Q. HOW IS DEPRECIATION DEFINED? 2 

A. Depreciation is defined in the 1996 NARUC “Public Utility Depreciation Practices” 3 

publication as follows: 4 

Depreciation, as applied to depreciable utility plant, means the loss in 5 

service value not restored by current maintenance, incurred in connection 6 

with the consumption or prospective retirement of utility plant in the 7 

course of service from causes which are known to be in current operation 8 

and against which the utility is not protected by insurance.  Among the 9 

causes to be given consideration are wear and tear, decay, action of the 10 

elements, inadequacy, obsolescence, changes in the art, changes in 11 

demand, and requirements of public authorities. 12 

Q. WHY IS DEPRECIATION IMPORTANT TO THE REVENUE REQUIREMENTS 13 

OF PNM? 14 

A. Depreciation is important because, as the above definition describes, depreciation 15 

expense enables PNM to recover in a timely manner the capital costs related to its plant-16 

in-service benefiting PNM’s customers.  Appropriate depreciation rates will allow 17 

recovery of PNM’s investments in depreciable assets over a life that provides for full 18 

recovery of the investments, less net salvage.  Without the appropriate recovery of 19 

depreciation costs, PNM ultimately will not be able to meet its financial obligations 20 

related to the continued provision of service to customers.  Furthermore, the inclusion of 21 

the appropriate level of depreciation recovery in revenue requirements serves to reduce 22 

overall costs (total of depreciation and return) to customers as opposed to a situation 23 
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where an inadequate level of annual depreciation expense is currently being collected in 1 

rates. 2 

Q. WHAT WAS THE SOURCE OF THE PLANT-IN-SERVICE, AND 3 

DEPRECIATION RESERVE VALUES INCLUDED IN THE STUDY? 4 

A. The Period I plant-in-service and depreciation reserve account and location level amounts 5 

were obtained from Company books and records.   6 

Q. WHAT STEPS WERE INVOLVED IN PREPARING THE SERVICE LIFE AND 7 

SALVAGE DATABASE THAT YOU UTILIZED? 8 

A. My comprehensive depreciation analysis included a detailed analysis of PNM’s fixed 9 

capital books and records for Period I.  PNM’s historical investment cost records for each 10 

account have been assembled into a depreciation database upon which detailed service 11 

life and salvage analysis were performed using widely accepted depreciation procedures.   12 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE HISTORICAL DATABASE? 13 

A. The historical service life and net salvage data is a basic depreciation study tool that is 14 

assembled to prepare depreciation studies.  The historical database is used to make 15 

assessments and judgments concerning the service life and salvage factors that have 16 

actually been achieved, and (along with information relative to current and prospective 17 

factors) to determine the appropriate future lives over which to recover PNM’s 18 

depreciable fixed capital investments.  According to this standard depreciation analysis, 19 

PNM’s depreciation database compiled for Period I, which contains detailed vintage level 20 

information, was used to develop observed life tables.  The development of the observed 21 

life tables from the historical information was completed by grouping like aged 22 

investments within each property category and identifying the level of retirements that 23 

occur through each successive age to develop the applicable observed life tables.  The 24 
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resulting observed lives were then fitted to standard Iowa Curves to estimate each 1 

property group’s historically achieved average service life.   2 

Likewise, the net salvage database was used as a basis to identify historical 3 

experience and trends and to determine each property group’s recommended net salvage 4 

factors.  This was accomplished by preparing various three-year rolling band analyses of 5 

salvage components as well as a forecast based on PNM’s historical salvage experience. 6 

Q. DID YOU PREPARE A DEPRECIATION STUDY REPORT WHICH 7 

SUMMARIZES THE RECOMMENDATIONS RESULTING FROM YOUR 8 

DEPRECIATION SERVICE LIFE AND SALVAGE ANALYSIS? 9 

A. Yes.  The report, Exhibit No. PNM-37, is entitled “Public Service Company of New 10 

Mexico Depreciation Study as of December 31, 2009 and December 31, 2011 Test 11 

Period,” and summarizes the results of my service life and salvage analysis. 12 

Q. PLEASE BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE INFORMATION INCLUDED IN THE 13 

STUDY. 14 

A. The Study is divided into eight sections.  Two key portions of the report are Sections 2 15 

and 4.  Section 2 includes the summary schedules listing the present and proposed Period 16 

II depreciation rates for each depreciable property group and other depreciation rate 17 

development schedules.  Section 4 contains a narrative describing the factors considered 18 

in selecting service life parameters for PNM’s property.  The various other sections of the 19 

report contain detailed information supporting the schedules contained in Sections 2 and 20 

4.  A table of contents lists the complete contents of the report.  In addition, Section 1 21 

contains a narrative summary or overview of the entire report. 22 
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Q. WHAT WAS THE SOURCE OF THE DATA WHICH WAS UTILIZED AS A 1 

BASIS FOR THE DEPRECIATION RATES? 2 

A. As previously discussed, all of the historical data utilized in the course of performing the 3 

detailed service life and salvage study were obtained from PNM’s books and records.  4 

Historical vintaged data (additions, retirements, adjustments, and balances) were obtained 5 

for each depreciable property group. 6 

Q. WAS INDIVIDUAL HISTORICAL DATA AVAILABLE FOR PNM-NORTH AND 7 

PNM-SOUTH PLANT-IN-SERVICE? 8 

A. Yes, individual PNM-North (historical PNM) and PNM-South (former TNMP) data was 9 

available for the Study.  While numerous depreciation calculations using the data were 10 

completed individually for the North and South properties as well as collectively, the 11 

underlying estimated average service lives and net salvage factors were prepared based 12 

upon the historical data of PNM-North’s historical property in 2009.  This approach was 13 

utilized for two principal reasons.  First and foremost, PNM-South property was acquired 14 

by PNM only in 2007 and is now under the operation and management utility plant 15 

practices and policies of PNM.  Hence the prior operating practices and policies of 16 

TNMP are no longer the drivers behind the use and replacement of plant-in-service.  17 

Secondly, the earlier historical plant investment records of TNMP were only 18 

maintained using semi-actual actuarial records, which are not compatible/combinable 19 

with the actuarial records of PNM for historical life analysis.  20 

Finally, the content of the property and general type of plant construction of the 21 

PNM-South property is not significantly dissimilar to that of the PNM-North property.  22 

Also, the general physical area of operations is similar to other sites throughout New 23 

Mexico in which PNM operates utility property. 24 
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PNM-South current surviving plant-in-service was available by original year in 1 

service and was used to perform all the applicable remaining life calculations for that 2 

component of the Company’s plant-in-service.   3 

Q. HAVE PNM’S UTILITY PLANT-IN-SERVICE AND BOOK DEPRECIATION 4 

RESERVES BEEN ADJUSTED IN THE COURSE OF PREPARING THE 5 

DEPRECIATION STUDY? 6 

A. Yes. 7 

Q. WHAT ADJUSTMENTS WERE INCORPORATED IN THE STUDY AND WHY 8 

WERE THE ADJUSTMENTS INCLUDED? 9 

A. PNM’s plant-in-service investment was adjusted per Tables 3 and 4 in Section 2 of the 10 

report to reflect identified pending retirements as of December 31, 2009 that are being 11 

booked during 2010.   12 

Q. ARE THERE WIDELY ACCEPTED METHODS UTILIZED TO COMPLETE A 13 

SERVICE LIFE ANALYSIS OF PNM’S HISTORICAL PROPERTY 14 

INVESTMENTS? 15 

A. Yes.  As discussed in Section 3 of the Study, as well as later in this testimony, the two 16 

most common methods are the Retirement Rate Method and the Simulated Plant Record 17 

Method.  The method chosen to study PNM’s historical data is dependent upon whether 18 

aged or un-aged data is available.  If specific aged data is available, the Retirement Rate 19 

Method is used.  If only un-aged data is available, the Simulated Plant Record Method is 20 

used. 21 

Q. WAS YOUR STUDY PREPARED UTILIZING THOSE ACCEPTED STANDARD 22 

METHODS? 23 

A. Yes.   24 
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Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE RELATIONSHIP OF DEPRECIATION METHODS, 1 

PROCEDURES, AND TECHNIQUES AND IDENTIFY WHAT METHOD, 2 

PROCEDURE, AND TECHNIQUE WERE UTILIZED TO DEVELOP THE 3 

DEPRECIATION RATES FOR PNM’S PROPERTY. 4 

A. Inherent in all depreciation calculations is an overall method, such as the Straight Line 5 

Method (which is the most widely used approach within the utility industry) to depreciate 6 

property.  Other methods available to develop average service lives and depreciation rates 7 

are accelerated or deferral approaches, such as the Sum of the Years Digits Method and 8 

Sinking Fund Method.  9 

In addition, there are several procedures that can be used to arrange or group 10 

property by sub-groups of vintages to develop applicable service lives.  These procedures 11 

include the Broad Group, the Equal Life Group and other procedures.  Due to the 12 

existence of very large quantities of property units within utility operating property, 13 

utility property is typically grouped into homogeneous categories as opposed to being 14 

depreciated on an individual unit basis.  While the Equal Life Group procedure is viewed 15 

as being the more definitive procedure for identifying the life characteristics of utility 16 

property and as a basis for developing service lives and depreciation rates, the Broad 17 

Group Procedure is more widely utilized throughout the utility industry by regulatory 18 

commissions as a basis for depreciation rates.  The Broad Group Procedure has been the 19 

procedure traditionally accepted by the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission and 20 

is the procedure I used in the Study.  Table 2 provides an example of how the Broad 21 

Group Procedure works.  22 

Finally, the depreciable investment needs to be recovered over a defined period of 23 

time identified through the use of an accepted technique, such as the Whole Life or 24 
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Average Remaining Life of the property group.  The distinction between the Whole Life 1 

and Average Remaining Life Techniques is that under the Whole Life Technique, the 2 

depreciation rate is based on a snapshot and determines the recovery of the investment 3 

and average net salvage over the average service life of the property group for that 4 

moment in time.  The Whole Life technique requires either frequent updates to keep the 5 

“snapshot” current or the use of an artificial deferred account that holds “excess” or 6 

“deficient” depreciation reserves.  In comparison, under the Average Remaining Life 7 

Technique, the resulting annual depreciation rate incorporates the recovery of the 8 

investment (and future net salvage) less any recovery experienced to date over the 9 

average remaining life of the property group.   10 

The Average Remaining Life Technique is clearly superior in that it incorporates 11 

all of the current and future cost components in setting the proposed annual depreciation 12 

rate as opposed to only some of the current and future cost components, as is the case 13 

with the Whole Life Technique.  This means that under the Average Remaining Life 14 

Technique, any changes that occur in between depreciation studies are automatically 15 

trued-up in the subsequent study, and no artificial deferral account needs to be established 16 

to accomplish such a true-up.   17 

The utilization of the Average Remaining Life Technique to develop the 18 

applicable annual depreciation expense (over the average remaining life) assures that 19 

PNM’s property investment is fully recovered over the useful life of the property, and 20 

that inter-generational inequities are avoided because current and future customers will 21 

pay their fair share of depreciation expense. The determination of the productive 22 

remaining life for each property group relies on a study of both past experience and 23 
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future expectations and develops the appropriate total life and applicable depreciation 1 

rates for each of PNM’s property groups.  2 

The Average Remaining Life Technique incorporates all of PNM’s fixed capital 3 

cost components, thereby better assuring full recovery of PNM’s embedded net plant 4 

investment and related costs.  The Average Remaining Life Technique gives 5 

consideration not only to the average service life and survival characteristics plus the net 6 

salvage component, but also recognizes the level of depreciation which has been accrued 7 

to date in developing the proposed depreciation rate.  The Average Remaining Life 8 

Technique is used by regulated companies and regulatory agencies because it allows full 9 

recovery by the end of the property’s useful life - no more and no less. 10 

The depreciation methods, procedures, and techniques can be used 11 

interchangeably.  For example, one could use the Straight Line Method with the Broad 12 

Group Procedure and the Average Remaining Life Technique, or the Straight Line 13 

Method with the Equal Life Group Procedure and Average Remaining Life Technique, or 14 

combinations thereof. 15 

The depreciation rates set forth in the Study were developed utilizing the Straight 16 

Line Method, the Broad Group Procedure, and the Average Remaining Life Technique. 17 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE UTILIZATION OF GROUP DEPRECIATION 18 

PROCEDURES. 19 

A. Group depreciation procedures are utilized to depreciate property when more than one 20 

item of property is being depreciated.  Such an approach is appropriate because all of the 21 

items within a specific group typically do not have identical service lives, but have lives 22 

which are dispersed over a range of time.  Utilizing a group depreciation procedure 23 

allows for a uniform application of depreciation rates to groups of similar property in lieu 24 
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of performing extensive depreciation calculations on an item-by-item basis.  The Broad 1 

Group approach is a widely accepted common group depreciation procedure. 2 

The Broad Group Procedure recovers the investment within the asset group over 3 

the average service life of the property group.  Given that there is dispersion within each 4 

property group, there are variations of retirement ages for the many investments within 5 

each property group.  That is, some properties retire early (before average service life) 6 

while others retire at older ages (after average service life) with the weighted average 7 

retirement age of the total property group being the attained average service life.  8 

Q. WHAT FACTORS INFLUENCE THE DETERMINATION OF THE 9 

RECOMMENDED ANNUAL DEPRECIATION RATES INCLUDED IN YOUR 10 

DEPRECIATION STUDY? 11 

A. The depreciation rates reflect four principal factors: (i) the plant-in-service by vintage, 12 

(ii) the book depreciation reserve, (iii) the future net salvage, and (iv) the composite 13 

remaining life for the property group.  Factors considered in arriving at the service life 14 

are the average age, realized life and the survival characteristics of the property.  The net 15 

salvage estimate is influenced by both past experience and future estimates of the cost of 16 

removal and gross salvage amounts. 17 

Q. WHAT ARE THE NET SALVAGE FACTORS INCLUDED IN THE 18 

DETERMINATION OF DEPRECIATION RATES? 19 

A. Net salvage is the difference between gross salvage, or the proceeds received when an 20 

asset is disposed of, and the cost of removing the asset from service.  Net salvage is said 21 

to be positive if gross salvage exceeds the cost of removal.  If the cost of removal exceeds 22 

gross salvage, the result is negative salvage.  Many retired assets generate little, if any, 23 
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positive salvage.  Instead, numerous PNM asset groups generate negative net salvage at 1 

the end of their lives due to the cost of removal. 2 

The cost of removal includes costs such as demolishing, dismantling, tearing 3 

down, disconnecting or otherwise retiring/removing plant, as well as any environmental 4 

clean up costs associated with the property.  Net salvage includes any proceeds received 5 

from any sale of plant.  6 

Net salvage experience is studied for a period of years to determine the trends 7 

which have occurred in the past.  These trends are considered, together with any changes 8 

that are anticipated in the future, to determine the future net salvage factor for remaining 9 

life depreciation purposes.  The net salvage percentage is determined by comparing the 10 

total net positive or negative salvage to the book cost of the property investment retired. 11 

The method used to estimate the retirement cost is a widely accepted analysis 12 

approach which is used to identify PNM’s historical experience with regard to what the 13 

end of life cost will be relative to the cost of the plant when first placed into service.  This 14 

information, along with knowledge about the average age of the historical retirements 15 

that have occurred to date, allows an estimation of the level of retirement cost that will be 16 

experienced by PNM at the end of each property group’s useful life.   17 

The study methodology utilized has been extensively set forth in depreciation 18 

textbooks and has been the accepted practice by depreciation professionals for many 19 

decades.  Furthermore, the cost of removal analysis is the current standard practice used 20 

for mass assets by essentially all depreciation professionals in estimating future net 21 

salvage for the purpose of identifying the applicable depreciation rate for a property 22 

group.  There is a direct relationship between the installation of specific plant and its 23 

corresponding removal.  The installation is its beginning of life cost while the removal is 24 
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its end of life cost.  Also, it is important to note that Average Remaining Life 1 

depreciation rates incorporate future net salvage which is typically more representative of 2 

recent versus long-term historical average net salvage. 3 

PNM’s historical net salvage experience was analyzed to identify the historical 4 

net salvage factor for each applicable property group.  As in this case, this analysis 5 

routinely finds that historical retirements have occurred at average ages significantly 6 

shorter than the property group’s average service life.  The occurrence of historical 7 

retirements at an age which is significantly younger than the average service life of the 8 

property category demonstrates that the historical data does not appropriately recognize 9 

the true level of retirement cost at the end of the property group’s useful life.  An 10 

additional level of cost to retire will occur due to the passage of time until all the current 11 

plant is retired at the end of its life.  That is, the level of retirement costs will increase 12 

over time until the average service life is attained.  The additional inflation in the estimate 13 

of retirement cost is related to those additional years’ cost increases (primarily the result 14 

of higher labor costs over time) that will occur prior to the end of the property group’s 15 

average life.  16 

To provide further explanation of the issue, several general principles surrounding 17 

property retirements and related net salvage should be highlighted.  As property 18 

continues to age, assets that typically generate positive salvage when retired will generate 19 

a lower percentage of positive salvage as compared to the original cost of the property.  20 

By comparison, if the class of assets is one that typically generates negative net salvage 21 

(cost of removal) with increasing age at retirement, the negative net salvage percentage as 22 

compared to original cost will typically be greater.  This situation is routinely driven by 23 

the higher labor costs that occur with the passage of time. 24 
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A simple example will aid in understanding the above net salvage analysis and the 1 

required adjustment to the historical results.  Assume the following scenario:  PNM has 2 

two cars, Car 1 and Car 2, each purchased for $20,000.  Car 1 is retired after 2 years and 3 

Car 2, is retired after 10 years.  Accordingly, the average life of the two cars is six years.  4 

Car 1 generates 75 percent salvage or $15,000 when retired and Car 2 generates 5 percent 5 

salvage or $1,000 when retired.  6 

Table 2 7 

 Unit Cost Ret. Age (Yrs) % Salv. Salvage Amount 8 

Car 1 $20,000 2 75% $15,000 9 

Car 2 20,000 10 5% 1,000 10 

Total 40,000 6 40% 16,000 11 

Assume an analysis of the experienced net salvage at year three.  Based upon the 12 

Car 1 retirement, which was retired at a young age of two years as compared to the 13 

average six year life of the property group, the analysis indicates that the property group 14 

would generate 75 percent salvage.  This indication is incorrect, however, because it is 15 

the result of basing the estimate on incomplete data.  That is, the estimate is based upon 16 

the salvage generated from a retirement that occurred at an age which is far less than the 17 

average service life of the property group.  The actual total net salvage that occurred over 18 

the average life of the assets (which experienced a six year average life for the property 19 

group) is 40 percent, as opposed to the initial incorrect estimate of 75 percent. 20 

This is exactly the situation that occurs with the majority of PNM’s historical net 21 

salvage data, except that most of PNM’s property groups routinely experience negative 22 

net salvage (cost of removal) as opposed to positive salvage.  Future net salvage 23 

estimates, included with proposed depreciation rates, whether for PNM or other utilities, 24 
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are routinely conservative and understate the true future cost of removal that can be 1 

anticipated to be experienced in future years.   2 

Q. IN RELATION TO LOCATION TYPE ACCOUNTS (PRODUCTION PLANTS), 3 

PLEASE EXPLAIN THE ADDITIONAL FACTOR THAT IS INCORPORATED 4 

INTO THE NET SALVAGE ESTIMATES.  5 

A. In contrast to mass plant accounts, for location type property classes (production plant 6 

accounts) that are depreciated via the utilization of the life span method, net salvage 7 

estimates are prepared relative to both interim (yearly) retirements and final retirements.  8 

The interim retirements are applicable to components of the property groups that will not 9 

live the entire period of time between original installation date and the estimated probable 10 

retirement year.  Such retirements can be related to boiler components, pumps, motors, 11 

etc.  The net salvage percentage is estimated using the standard net salvage analysis 12 

procedure and the resulting percentage estimated is applied only to the level of interim 13 

retirements that are anticipated to occur between the time of original installation date and 14 

the probable retirement year.  In addition, terminal net salvage is estimated as a 15 

percentage of the entire plant investment.  The terminal net salvage for each of PNM’s 16 

Steam and Other Production plant accounts was estimated on a per KW capacity based 17 

upon a detailed decommissioning study performed for PNM’s San Juan operating plant.   18 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT FACTORS AFFECT THE LENGTH OF THE 19 

AVERAGE SERVICE LIFE THAT PNM’S PROPERTY MAY ACHIEVE. 20 

A. Several factors contribute to the length of the average service life which the property 21 

achieves.  The three major factors are:  (i) physical, (ii) functional, and (iii) contingent 22 

casualties.  The physical factor includes such things as deterioration, wear and tear and 23 

the action of the natural elements.  The functional factor includes inadequacy, 24 
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obsolescence and requirements of governmental authorities.  Obsolescence occurs when 1 

it is no longer economically feasible to use the property to provide service to customers 2 

or when technological advances have provided a substitute with superior performance. 3 

The remaining factor, contingent casualties, includes retirements caused by accidental 4 

damage or construction activity of one type or another. 5 

In performing the life analysis for any property being studied, both past 6 

experience and future expectations must be considered in order to fully evaluate the 7 

circumstances that may have a bearing on the remaining life of the property.  This 8 

ensures the selection of an average service life which best represents the expected life of 9 

each property investment. 10 

Q.  WHAT STUDY PROCEDURES WERE UTILIZED TO DETERMINE SERVICE 11 

LIVES FOR PNM’S PROPERTY? 12 

A. Several study procedures were used to determine the prospective service lives 13 

recommended for PNM’s plant-in-service.  These include the review and analysis of 14 

historical, as well as anticipated, retirements, current and future construction technology, 15 

historical experience and future expectations of salvage and the cost of removal. 16 

Service lives are affected by many different factors, some of which can be 17 

determined from studying past experience, others of which must rely heavily on future 18 

expectations.  When physical characteristics are the controlling factor in determining the 19 

service life of property, historical experience is a useful tool in selecting service lives.  In 20 

cases where there are changes in technology, regulatory requirements, PNM policy or the 21 

development of a less costly alternative, historical experience is of lesser or little value.  22 

However, even when considering physical factors, the future lives of various properties 23 

may vary from those experienced in the recent past. 24 
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While a number of methods are available to study historical data, as I mentioned 1 

previously, the two methods most commonly utilized to determine average service lives 2 

for PNM’s property are the Retirement Rate Method and the Simulated Plant Record 3 

Method.  Given that PNM maintains vintaged investment records, the Retirement Rate 4 

Method was the method chosen to analyze the historical data.   5 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN FURTHER THE USE OF THE RETIREMENT RATE 6 

METHOD. 7 

A. With this method of analysis, PNM’s actuarial service life data, which is sorted by age, is 8 

used to develop a survivor curve (observed life table).  This survivor curve is the basis 9 

upon which smooth curves (standard Iowa Curves) are matched or fitted to then 10 

determine the average service life being experienced by the property account under study.  11 

Computer processing provides the capability to review various experience bands 12 

throughout the life of the account to observe trends and changes.  For each experience 13 

band analysis, an “observed life table” is constructed using the exposure and retirement 14 

experience within the selected band of years.  In some cases, the total life cycle of the 15 

property has not been achieved and the experienced life table, when plotted, results in a 16 

“stub curve.”  It is the “stub curve,” or the total life curve, if the total life curve is 17 

achieved, which is matched or fitted to the standard Iowa Curves.  The matching process 18 

is performed both by computer analysis, using a least squares technique, and by 19 

overlaying the observed life tables on the selected smooth curves for visual reference.  20 

The fitted smooth curve is a benchmark which provides a basis to determine the 21 

estimated average service life for the property group under study. 22 
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Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE USE OF THE LIFE SPAN METHOD. 1 

A. The Life Span or Forecast Method is a method utilized to study various accounts in 2 

which the expected retirement dates of specific property or locations can be reasonably 3 

estimated.  In the Life Span Method, an estimated probable retirement year is determined 4 

for each location of the property group.  An example of this would be the production 5 

plant facilities, in which the various segments of the account are “life spanned” to a 6 

probable retirement date which is determined after considering a number of factors, such 7 

as management plans, industry standards, the original construction date, subsequent 8 

additions, resultant average age and the current – as well as the overall – expected service 9 

life of the property being studied.  If, in the past, the property has experienced interim 10 

retirements, these are studied to determine an interim retirement rate.  Otherwise, interim 11 

retirement rate parameters are estimated for properties which are anticipated to 12 

experience such retirements.  The selected interim service life parameters (Iowa curve 13 

and life) are then used with the vintage investment and probable retirement year of the 14 

property to determine the average remaining life as of the study date.  15 

The estimated probable retirement years used in this depreciation study in 16 

developing the applicable proposed depreciation rates for PNM’s production plant 17 

properties were determined by PNM operating/planning management via consideration of 18 

all factors that are anticipated to impact the future useful life of each of the operating 19 

properties. 20 
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Q. DOES SECTION 5 OF THE STUDY CONTAIN CHARTS WHICH COMPARE 1 

THE ANALYSIS OF PNM’S ACTUAL HISTORICAL DATA TO THE SERVICE 2 

LIFE PARAMETERS YOU ARE PROPOSING AS A BASIS FOR YOUR 3 

RECOMMENDED ANNUAL DEPRECIATION RATES? 4 

A. Yes.  PNM’s historical plant account records included vintaged retirement data and, 5 

therefore, were studied using the Retirement Rate Method.  The resulting observed life 6 

tables and plottings of the selected Iowa Curves are contained in Section 5 of the Study.   7 

Q. YOU HAVE REFERRED TO THE USE OF THE IOWA OR SMOOTHED 8 

SURVIVOR CURVES.  CAN YOU GENERALLY DESCRIBE THE CURVES 9 

AND THEIR PURPOSE? 10 

A. The preparation of a depreciation study typically incorporates smoothed curves to 11 

represent the experienced or estimated survival characteristics of the property.  The 12 

“smoothed” or standard survivor curves are the “Iowa” family of curves developed at 13 

Iowa State University and which are widely used and accepted throughout the utility 14 

industry.  The shape of the curves within the Iowa family is dependent upon whether the 15 

maximum rate of retirement occurs before, during or after the average service life.  If the 16 

maximum retirement rate occurs earlier in life, it is a left (L) mode curve; if it occurs at 17 

average life, it is a symmetrical (S) mode curve; if it occurs after average life, it is a right 18 

(R) mode curve.  In addition, there is the origin (O) mode curve for plant which has 19 

heavy retirements at the beginning of life. 20 

At any particular point in time, actual PNM plant may not have completed its life 21 

cycle.  Therefore, the survivor table generated from PNM data is not complete.  This 22 

situation requires that an estimate be made with regard to the incomplete segment of the 23 

property group’s life experience.  Further, actual experience often varies from age 24 
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interval to age interval, making its utilization for average service estimation difficult.  1 

Accordingly, the Iowa Curves are used to both extend PNM experience to zero percent 2 

surviving, as well as to smooth actual PNM data. 3 

Q. WHAT IS THE PRINCIPAL REASON FOR COMPLETING THE DETAILED 4 

HISTORICAL LIFE AND SALVAGE ANALYSIS?  5 

A. The detailed historical analysis is prepared as a tool from which to make informed 6 

assessments as to the appropriate service life and salvage parameters over which to 7 

recover PNM’s plant investment.  However, in addition to the available historic data, 8 

consideration must be given to current events, PNM’s ongoing operations, PNM 9 

management’s future plans, and general industry events which are anticipated to impact 10 

the lives that will be achieved by plant-in-service. 11 

Q.  WHAT IS THE BASIS FOR PNM’S CURRENT DEPRECIATION RATES? 12 

A.  The current depreciation rates are based upon depreciation parameters set forth in a study 13 

completed using plant investment data through the end of 2009 and limited updates of 14 

that study.  The current account level depreciation rates result in an annual composite 15 

depreciation rate of 2.42 percent when applied to plant-in-service account balances as of 16 

December 31, 2009.  See Exhibit No. PNM-37, page 2-6.  17 

IV. FORECASTED DEPRECIATION CALCULATIONS 18 

Q. ARE YOU SPONSORING AN EXHIBIT WHICH SUMMARIZES THE 19 

COMPANY’S FORECASTED 2011 PLANT-IN-SERVICE, DEPRECIATION 20 

RESERVE AND ANNUAL DEPRECIATION RATES?  21 

A. Yes, Exhibit No. PNM-37 provides the summary for 2011 plant-in-service, depreciation 22 

reserve, and depreciation rates. 23 
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Q.  PLEASE EXPLAIN THE ADDITIONAL CALCULATIONS REQUIRED TO 1 

DEVELOP THE PERIOD II DEPRECIATION RATES. 2 

A. As previously stated in my testimony, in the current proceeding, PNM is filing both 3 

Period I and Period II exhibits.  The completed Study and this testimony provide 4 

information and explanation of the process used to develop the applicable Period I and 5 

Period II depreciation rates.  Calculations are required to identify the level of additions 6 

and retirements that will impact plant-in-service during 2011.  Likewise, estimates are 7 

required to identify the level of activity (retirements, annual provision, gross salvage, and 8 

cost of removal) that will impact the Company’s book depreciation reserve during the 9 

same period. 10 

Q.  DOES THE STUDY CONTAIN TABLES THAT DEVELOP THE PROPOSED 11 

PERIOD II DEPRECIATION RATES ON AN ACCOUNT AND LOCATION 12 

BASIS? 13 

A. Yes, Table 2-Future Total-Plant Only, Table 2-Future Total-Gross Salvage, and Table 2-14 

Future Total-Cost of Removal develop the applicable account and location level Average 15 

Remaining Life depreciation rates as of December 31, 2011.  Each of the tables develop 16 

the depreciation rate to recover the applicable cost component when applied to the 17 

corresponding depreciable plant balance.  The developed component depreciation rates 18 

are summarized and applied to the December 31, 2011 plant-in-service balances on Table 19 

1-Future Total North & South. 20 

Q. WHAT IS THE BASIS OF THE PLANT-IN-SERVICE AND DEPRECIATION 21 

RESERVE VALUES INCLUDED IN YOUR 2011 TABLES IN THE STUDY? 22 

A. The 2011 plant-in-service and depreciation reserves were developed per Tables 3a 23 

through 3j and Table 4 of Section 2 of the Study.  2011 plant additions are based upon 24 
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forecasts provided by the Company.  As discussed above, the remaining 2011 activity 1 

(retirements, depreciation expense, gross salvage, and cost of removal) were estimated 2 

based upon the Company’s recent experience and in the case of depreciation expense, the 3 

application of currently approved account/location level depreciation rates.   4 

Q. WHAT IS THE BASIS OF THE COMPANY’S 2011 UTILITY PLANT-IN-5 

SERVICE? 6 

A. The development of the 2011 plant-in-service, which is inclusive of both the Company’s 7 

PNM-North property together with PNM-South property, starts with PNM’s historic 8 

2009 book level plant-in-service and depreciation reserve and subsequent updates to 9 

these amounts on an account level basis through December 31, 2011.  Added to 2009 10 

actual plant-in-service balances is the activity anticipated to occur during the 24-month 11 

period between December 31, 2009 and December 31, 2011.  The additions were 12 

developed and provided by PNM personnel.  Projected activity related to pro forma 13 

retirements were based upon the relationship of the occurrence of prior retirements as a 14 

percent of gross additions during the most recent five year period.  Similarly, with regard 15 

to the projected 2010-2011 depreciation reserve activity, future net salvage accruals and 16 

anticipated charges for net salvage were based upon historic percentages of the 17 

Company’s most recent five year period. 18 

The numerous depreciation calculations are contained in various Tables included 19 

in Section 2 of the Study.  Table 3a on pages 2-34 to 2-51 contains summaries of the 20 

projected detailed forecasted 2010-2011 additions (prepared by the Company’s 21 

personnel) for PNM-North’s property groups.  Similar data is contained on Table 3f on 22 

pages 2-137 to 2-148 for PNM-South’s property groups. 23 
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Table 3b, pages 2-52 to 2-61, for PNM-North and Table 3g, pages 2-149 to 2-158 1 

for PNM-South, respectively, contain the calculated level of retirements projected to 2 

occur during 2010-2011.  As discussed above, the projected activity related to pro forma 3 

retirements was based upon the relationship of the occurrence of prior retirements as a 4 

percent of gross additions during the most recent five year period.  5 

Table 3d on pages 2-72 to 2-96 contains the development of an account level 6 

month end plant-in-service balance throughout the future test year period.  The month 7 

end balances are developed for each successive month by adding the applicable monthly 8 

additions (from Table 3a), and subtracting the applicable projected monthly retirements 9 

(Table 3b) to the prior month plant-in-service balance. Similar calculations were prepared 10 

for PNM-South’s property on Table 3i, pages 2-171 to 2-194, of Section 2 of the Study.   11 

Q. WOULD YOU PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW THE COMPANY’S FORECASTED 12 

2011 BOOK RESERVE WAS DEVELOPED?  13 

A. Table 4-North, pages 2-215 to 2-218, summarizes 2009 historic book depreciation 14 

reserve (by recovery component) together with the account level depreciation reserve 15 

2010-2011 activity, which is used to develop the applicable projected December 31, 2011 16 

depreciation reserve by individual recovery component.  The projected 2011 retirements 17 

are then deducted from the historical book depreciation reserve amount for the plant only 18 

category.  Added to each of the historical book depreciation reserve amounts is the 19 

estimated applicable depreciation expense (from Tables 3e and 3j).  Also added to the 20 

Gross Salvage recovery component of the depreciation reserve is the estimated gross 21 

salvage anticipated to occur during the 2011 forecast.  Similarly, Cost of Removal 22 

(“COR”) estimated to occur during 2011 is deducted from the COR recovery component 23 

of the depreciation reserve.  24 
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Similar calculations are performed on Table 4-South, pages 2-210 to 2-213, for 1 

PNM-South’s historic book depreciation reserve to arrive at the applicable Period II 2 

depreciation reserve for PNM-South. 3 

Tables 3c, pages 2-62 to 2-71, for PNM-North and Table 3h, pages 2-159 to 2-4 

170 for PNM-South, respectively, are supporting schedules which contain the calculated 5 

level of net salvage estimated to occur during Period II.  The estimated pro forma net 6 

salvage was based upon the ratio of the incidence of prior net salvage as compared to the 7 

level of retirements during the most recent five year period.  8 

Q. WHAT IS THE BASIS OF THE SERVICE LIVES AND NET SALVAGE 9 

UTILIZED TO CALCULATE THE AVERAGE REMAINING LIVES AND 10 

RESULTING ANNUAL DEPRECIATION EXPENSE INCLUDED IN THE 11 

PERIOD II TABLES (3C AND 3H) OF THE STUDY?  12 

A. The depreciation parameters (service lives and net salvage) for 2011 are those developed 13 

based on Period I data, as set forth in the Study. 14 

Q. WHAT IS THE BASIS OF THE FUTURE PLANT-IN-SERVICE UTILIZED TO 15 

CALCULATE THE AVERAGE REMAINING LIVES AND RESULTING 16 

ANNUAL DEPRECIATION EXPENSE TO BE INCLUDED IN THE PERIOD II 17 

TABLES 1 AND 2 OF THE STUDY?  18 

A. The forecasted plant-in-service used to calculate the applicable average remaining lives is 19 

the applicable surviving investment from historic vintage level plant-in-service amounts 20 

adjusted for the projected plant additions and plant retirements through the end of 2011.   21 
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Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE ANNUAL DEPRECIATION RATES IDENTIFIED 1 

IN THE STUDY. 2 

A. The proposed change in the annual composite depreciation rates resulting from applying 3 

individual account level depreciation rates to PNM’s forecasted plant-in-service (Exhibit 4 

No. PNM-37, Table 1, Section 2, pages 2-1 to 2-6) produced a proposed composite 5 

depreciation rate of 2.83 percent in comparison to the composite depreciation rate of 2.35 6 

percent when applying the current account level depreciation rates. 7 

Q.  WHAT IS YOUR RECOMMENDATION TO THE FERC? 8 

A. It is my recommendation that the proposed change in depreciation rates set forth in my 9 

Study be uniformly and prospectively adopted for purposes of setting rates for PNM, as 10 

well as by PNM for accounting purposes. 11 

V. CONCLUSION 12 

Q.  DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY? 13 

A. Yes, it does. 14 
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